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The field of explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) aims to explain the decisions of DNNs.
Complete DNN explanations accurately reflect the inner workings of the DNN while
interpretable explanations are easy for humans to understand. Developing methods for
explaining the representations learned by DNNs that are both complete and interpretable
is a grand challenge in the field of XAI.
This thesis makes contributions to the field of XAI by proposing and evaluating novel
methods for studying DNN representations. During forward propagation, each DNN layer
non-linearly transforms the input space in some way that is useful for minimizing a loss
function. To understand how DNNs represent their inputs, this work develops methods to
examine each DNN layer’s activation space.
The first article contributes an unsupervised framework for identifying and interpreting
“tuning dimensions” in the activation space of DNN layers. The method consists of fitting a
dimensionality reduction model to a layer’s activations, then visualizing points along the
axes defined by each of the reduced dimensions. The method correctly identifies the tuning
dimensions of a synthetic Gabor filter bank, and those of the first two layers of InceptionV1
trained on ImageNet.
The second article builds upon the first article with a simple and greatly improved
visualization method that enables studying every layer of AlexNet. Through a quantitative
comparison, the article demonstrates that the principal component analysis (PCA) basis
for activation space offers more complete and more interpretable explanations than the
traditional neuron basis. This thesis provides deep learning researchers with tools to better
understand the representations learned by DNNs.
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Deep neural networks (DNNs) have revolutionized computer vision [39, 26], natural language
processing [15], and reinforcement learning [69] by achieving state of the art performance in
many challenging tasks. Despite the predictive power of DNNs, their adoption in sensitive
domains such as transportation, medicine, and finance has been slow because these domains
require models whose outputs can be understood and trusted by humans.
1.1 Motivation
One major drawback of DNNs is their “black box” nature; it is hard to understand how
these networks arrive at their outputs. The field of explainable artificial intelligence (XAI)
develops methods to explain how DNNs arrive at their outputs [23]. A major obstacle
to safe adoption of deep neural networks (DNNs) in sensitive applications is the lack of
global DNN explanation methods that are both complete (accurately explain a DNN’s
function) and interpretable (humans can understand the explanations) [23, 24, 41, 16].
Developing an explanation method for DNNs that is both complete and interpretable is
difficult because a trade off exists between completeness and interpretability [23]. A highly
complete explanation requires a vast amount of complex information to be presented to a
user, whereas a highly interpretable explanation requires a simple explanation with little
information.
Popular DNN explanation methods often make choices that increase interpretability
at the expense of completeness. For example, by studying individual neurons [47, 50, 51,
54, 55, 5, 49, 6], the distributed nature of deep representations [55, 19, 61, 20, 4, 41, 32] is
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disregarded. Likewise, looking for overlap between a network’s representation and a set of
user-defined concepts [5, 19, 49, 36, 61] negatively affects explanation completeness; a user
is unlikely to define the full set of concepts represented by a DNN.
The field of neuroscience has a similar goal to XAI: developing methods for understanding
biological neural networks (BNNs) in the brain. Neuroscientists have developed various
approaches for understanding BNN function that may have applications to XAI. One
example is looking for a low-dimensional manifold in activation space that accounts for
much of the variance [30, 13, 20, 65, 72]. Paths along this low-dimensional manifolds in
activation correspond to changes in particular attributes of input stimuli. These methods
are well established in neuroscience and have produced many insights into brain function.
They are likely to work even better in deep networks, because while it is time-consuming
and expensive to record activity in biological neurons, recording millions of activations is
computationally cheap.
1.2 Objectives
In this thesis, the primary research question is:
How can meaningful low-dimensional manifolds in the activation space of DNN layers
be automatically identified and used to produce both complete and interpretable explanations
of DNN representations?
This thesis aims to provide a simple and effective method of identifying low-dimensional
manifolds in activation space that capture much of the activation variance. Furthermore,
this thesis explores how low-dimensional manifolds in activation space can be used to
provide complete and interpretable explanations of DNNs.
1.3 Contributions
The contributions of this thesis are as follows:
• Propose a simple and effective unsupervised framework for applying standard dimen-
sionality reduction methods to DNN activations to identify a DNN
• Proposes a method for interpreting how the variance along a path in activation space
relates to variance in input space, leveraging several existing visualization techniques
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• Evaluate the effectiveness of principal component analysis (PCA), independent com-
ponent analysis (ICA) [31], non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) [12], and locally
linear embedding (LLE) [62] for identifying meaningful low-dimensional manifolds in
the activation space of a synthetic Gabor filter bank, and in the activation spaces of
the first two layers of InceptionV1 [73] trained on ImageNet [14]. PCA and ICA were
the most effective dimensionality reduction methods for automatically identifying
tuning dimensions.
• Demonstrate that PCA can find a significantly more compact and meaningful set of
basis vectors when fit to activations before a layer’s non-linearity is applied rather
than afterwards
• Extensively study the PCA basis and neuron basis for all layers of AlexNet [39]
pretrained on ImageNet [14]. It is shown that the principal components in activation
space capture semantically meaningful concepts at each layer. Furthermore, the
completeness of the PCA basis and the neuron basis are evaluated through the fraction
of explained activation variance and the fraction of validation accuracy lost by ablating
basis vectors. It is found that the PCA basis is significantly more complete than the
neuron basis. Furthermore, through a user study it is measured that explanations of
the top principal components are more interpretable than explanations of the most
important neurons. Thus, this thesis demonstrates that the PCA basis offers both a
more complete and a more interpretable explanation of AlexNet’s activation space




This thesis explores methods for studying the representations of convolutional neural
networks applied to supervised image classification tasks. This chapter briefly explains
deep neural networks and convolutional neural networks. Then several explainable artificial
intelligence techniques for studying the representations of convolutional neural networks
are reviewed. This chapter provides additional background context for the articles in this
thesis.
2.1 Deep neural networks
Deep neural networks (DNNs) are a type of machine learning model that consist of multiple
neural network layers [44]. This section describe two layer types: fully-connected layers
and convolutional layers.
2.1.1 Fully-connected layers
The fully-connected layer is the most simple type of DNN layer. A DNN consisting entirely
of fully-connected layers can also be called a multi-layer perceptron or fully connected
neural network [29]. Each neuron in the current layer is connected to every neuron in the
previous layer via a scalar synaptic weight. More concretely, let n be batch size or the
number of data points being processed at once, and dl be the number of neurons in the lth
layer. Equation 2.1 defines a fully-connected DNN layer where al ∈ Rn×dl is the output or
activation of the lth layer, W l ∈ Rdl−1×dl is the weight matrix, al−1 ∈ Rn×dl−1 is the output
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of the previous layer, bl ∈ Rdl is a bias term, and σ is a differentiable nonlinear activation
function. The addition of a non-linear activation function enables DNNs to learn highly
complex non-linear functions. The most common activation function is the rectified linear
unit (ReLU) defined in equation 2.2.
al = σ(al−1W l + bl) (2.1)
σReLU(x) =
{
0 x < 0
x x ≥ 0 (2.2)
2.1.2 Convolutional neural networks
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [43] are a type of neural network containing convo-
lutional layers that possess an inductive bias suited to data where there is a relationship
between neighbouring elements in a data instance. For instance, points in a time series are
temporally related to one another. Likewise, neighbouring pixels in an image are spatially
related (e.g. pixels that define an edge have high contrast with other nearby pixels). A
two-dimensional CNN layer is defined in Equation 2.3. Let dl, hl, and wl be the number of
channels, height, and width respectively of the lth layer’s activations. Let klh and klw be the
height and width respectively of the lth layer’s convolutional kernel. Let al ∈ Rn×dl×hl×wl
be the output or activation of the lth layer, W l ∈ Rdl×dl−1×klh×klw be the weight matrix that
defines the lth layer’s dl convolutional filters, al−1 ∈ Rn×dl−1×hl−1×wl−1 be the output of the
previous layer, bl ∈ Rdl be the bias term, and σ be a differentiable nonlinear activation













When activations from the previous layer al−1 are convolved with the kernels W l, each
element of the output al is only a function of the pixels within a klh× klw neighbourhood. In
contrast, for fully-connected neural network layers, each element of the layer output al is a
function of every element for that data instance. In this way, convolutional layers are locally-
connected rather than fully-connected. The locally-connected nature of CNNs reduces
the computational cost of processing high dimensional inputs compared to fully-connected
DNNs. The same convolutional kernel weights are applied to every spatial position in al−1,
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meaning that the parameters W l are shared between every spatial position. This parameter
sharing greatly reduces the memory cost of storing parameters and reduces overfitting [43].
2.1.3 Parameter estimation
When a DNN is first created, its parameters W l and bl are randomly initialized with a
scheme such as (W l ∼ N (µ = 0, σ = 1) and bl = ~0). A DNN’s parameters must then be
adjusted from their initialization point for the DNN to estimate a particular function. For
a L layer neural network, the network’s output Ŷ = aL and the network’s input X = a0. A
neural network can be written as a function Ŷ = f(W, b,X). When applying a DNN to
a supervised learning problem, the model must predict the true output Y given an input
X. The model’s performance is quantified by a differentiable loss function L(Y, Ŷ ). The
backpropagation algorithm [63] exploits the fact that the neural network function f is
differentiable to calculate the gradient of the loss function L with respect to each layer’s




respectively. These gradients enable the loss function L
to be iteratively minimized using the gradient descent algorithm. The parameter update
rules for each gradient descent iteration are shown in Equations 2.4, 2.5, where α is the
scalar learning rate.
W l ← W l − α ∂L
∂W l
(2.4)
bl ← bl − α∂L
∂bl
(2.5)
During forward propagation, each DNN layer non-linearly transforms the input space in
some way that is useful for minimizing a loss function. Each layer’s activations al form a
deep representation of the input data X. Suppose X is an image and the lth layer of a
DNN is a 500 neuron fully connected layer. By forward passing the image X through the
DNN up to the lth layer, the activations al are a 500-dimensional vector representation of
the image X.
2.1.4 Biological motivations
The DNNs discussed thus far are also known as artificial neural networks (ANNs). ANNs
bear some similarity to the biological neural networks (BNNs) in the brain. Both ANNs
and BNNs are composed of simple units of computation called neurons that are connected
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via synaptic weights that can be adjusted to learn functions. However, ANNs are not exact
models of BNNs. One key difference is that biological neurons output activation spikes
rather than continuous values like artificial neurons. In ANNs, the temporal information in
neuron spiking patterns is discarded by summarizing a neuron’s output as a firing rate that
can take any non-negative continuous value. Despite the differences between ANNs and
BNNs, studies have shown that CNNs can approximate the responses of visual cortices in
the brain [75, 84, 9].
2.2 Explainable artificial intelligence
Safety-critical applications of artificial intelligence require transparent models that experts
can understand and trust. Explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) is a research area
concerned with developing methods to explain artificial intelligence algorithms.
2.2.1 Taxonomy of explainability methods for deep neural net-
works
The problem of explaining a DNN’s function can be tackled from many different angles.
This section provides a taxonomy to illustrate the unique advantages, disadvantages, and
trade-offs associated with existing approaches to explainability.
Evaluating XAI methods with completeness and interpretability
XAI methods can be evaluated with two abstract metrics: completeness and interpretability
[23]. Completeness describes how accurately an explanation describes a model’s function.
Completeness is an abstract quantity that is usually defined specifically for each method.
For example, completeness can be measured by the fraction of a DNN that can be explained
by a method [5], the alignment of explanations with concepts [19, 60, 70], or the amount
of variance in a DNN’s activations that is explained (see Section 6.3.2). Interpretability
describes how understandable an explanation is to humans. Since interpretability measures
how well humans can understand an explanation, it is typically measured via a user study.
In Section 2.2.7 several XAI user studies that measure interpretability are reviewed. DNNs
are incredibly complex models. A highly complete explanation will present a great deal of
information to properly communicate the complexity of a DNN’s decisions. In contrast, a
highly interpretable explanation will present a relatively small amount of information that is
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easy to understand. With explainability methods, there is a tradeoff between interpretability
and completeness based on the amount of information presented to a user [23].
Instance-specific versus global methods
Instance-specific methods [70, 60, 46, 79, 40] help explain why a model produced a particular
output for some specific input data instance. Instance-specific methods are well suited to
explaining a model’s decision in specific scenarios such as explaining why a model made a
particular medical diagnosis. On the other hand, global methods help explain the overall
function of the model and are not specific to any particular input. Instance-specific methods
offer a less complete explanation of a network than global methods because explanations for
particular instances may not generalize well to very different instances [70, 60, 46, 79, 40].
One could study many separate instance-specific explanations but still not gain a global
understanding of a DNN’s function that generalizes to any data instance. Studying networks
with global explanation techniques can provide more complete explanations because the
goal of global techniques is to provide an explanation that generalizes to any data instance.
Studying individual neurons versus distributed representations
Studying neurons individually without considering their interactions provides incomplete
explanations. Explanation methods that focus on individual neurons [47, 50, 51, 54, 55, 5,
49, 6] typically only provide interpretable explanations for neurons that are highly selective
of some concept. However, only a small fraction of individual neurons are highly selective
of concepts [5, 54]. Furthermore, highly concept-selective neurons can be ablated without
removing a model’s ability to recognize that concept, meaning neurons that are not highly
selective still play an important role in network function [85, 4, 42]. Thus, techniques that
study neurons individually provide less complete explanations of DNNs because they do
not consider neuron interactions and often disregard neurons that are not individually
interpretable. To gain a global understanding of a DNN, every neuron must be studied and
understood which can be incredibly time consuming given that popular DNNs have millions
of neurons. Studying the preferred stimulus of individual neurons alone is not sufficient,
and sometimes misleading, for understanding deep representations.
A better approach is to study distributed representations by considering combinations of
neurons or vectors in activation space to produce explanations [55, 19, 61, 20, 4, 41, 32, 11].
Both biological and artificial neural networks have distributed representations meaning that
multiple neurons fire together to represent concepts [19, 20, 4, 41]. To provide complete
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explanations, it is imperative for XAI methods to consider how neurons are interacting
rather than study them in isolation.
Supervised versus unsupervised methods
“Supervised” explanation methods attempt to identify how a set of user-defined con-
cepts is represented in a DNN [5, 19, 49, 36, 61]. The supervision comes from the fact
that these methods search for a pre-defined set of concepts. These supervised explanations
are highly interpretable because user-defined concepts are all semantically meaningful. Since
sets of user-defined concepts are unlikely to encompass the full set of concepts represented
by a DNN, it is difficult to assess the completeness of these explanations [80]. Supervised
explanation methods are difficult to apply to novel image applications because large labelled
sets of user defined concepts are expensive to collect.
Unsupervised explanation methods attempt to identify the concepts a DNN has
learned to represent [11, 22, 1, 34, 78, 40, 68, 32]. Unsupervised explanation methods
are likely to produce more complete explanations than supervised methods because their
explanations are not biased towards a set of user-defined concepts. Instead, the set
of concepts identified by unsupervised methods depends only on the model’s learned
representation.
2.2.2 Visualizing DNN activations in input space
To understand DNN representations, it is useful to be able to map a point in activation space
back to input space where it can be visualized. Since traditional DNNs are non-invertible,
this mapping between activations and inputs must be approximated somehow. The simplest
method to visualize a point in activation space back in input space is to display a data
instance that, when forward propagated, produces an activation similar to the point in
activation space being visualized. Since the visualizations are simply data instances, they
are interpretable. However only a narrow attribute of the data instance could be responsible
for the proximity to the point being visualized. Displaying data instances that yield similar
activations to the activation being visualized is both simple and interpretable.
Another approach is to optimize an image parameterization to maximize the activation
of a particular neuron. This is often referred to as activation maximization. Simonyan et
al. [70] and Mahendran et al. [47] optimized image parameterizations to maximize the
activation of class output neurons. Zeiler et al. [83] used a deconvolutional network to
approximately invert activations back to input space. Olah et al. [54] optimized image
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parameterizations to maximize the activation of individual neurons, maximize the activation
of multiple neurons, or approximately invert a target activation vector in input space.
Methods based on optimizing an input parameterization to produce a desired activation
are often uninterpretable [7] because they produce unnatural-looking visualizations with
severe artifacts [70, 82, 47, 54].
To invert DNN activations back to input space, training a generative model yields the
highest quality visualizations. Nguyen et al. [51] use a generative adversarial network
to approximately invert CNN activations, producing visualizations resembling natural
images. Rombach et al. [61] use a pipeline involving an invertible neural network and an
autoencoder to approximately invert CNN activations back to input space, resulting in high
quality, natural-looking visualizations. The main drawback of using generative models to
invert activations is the large computational cost of training generative models. This cost
can be prohibitive for many users who lack access to plentiful graphical processing unit
(GPU) resources. Nonetheless, visualization techniques involving generative models [51, 61]
produce the most interpretable visualizations.
2.2.3 Supervised explainability methods
Supervised explainability methods rely on a set of user-defined concepts to provide expla-
nations. This can make the explanations more interpretable because users can already
understand the set of concepts that they defined.
Bau et al. proposed network dissection [5], a technique that quantifies the alignment of
individual neurons with user-defined concepts by the intersection over union (IoU) between
the region containing a concept and the regions that elicit high activations from the neuron.
If a neuron tends to activate highly in the presence of a particular concept, then that neuron
is labelled as a detector of that concept. Network dissection relies on the Broden dataset
[5] which contains 63,305 images with labelled concept segmentations with 1197 concepts
in total. For AlexNet, the authors found that only a small fraction of neurons had high
enough IoU with concepts to be labelled as detectors of those concepts.
Fong et al. [19] proposed net2vec, which extends network dissection to quantify the
alignment between linear combinations of neurons. They demonstrated that linear combina-
tions of filters are more aligned (much higher IoU) with concepts than individual neurons,
suggesting that concepts are represented in a distributed manner within a layer.
Mu et al. [49] also extended network dissection to quantify the alignment between
individual neurons, and logical compositions of user-defined concepts. For example, a
neuron could be labelled as a detector of boats and water that is not green.
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Testing with concept activation vectors (CAVs) [36] bears some similarity with net2vec
[19] because it also involves searching for the linear combination of neurons whose activations
align with the presence of a specified concept. Obtaining a CAV involves training a
linear classifier to discriminate activations from inputs containing a specific concept, with
activations from random counterexamples, then taking the vector orthogonal to the decision
hyperplane as the CAV. Activations can be projected onto CAVs and their corresponding
inputs can be visualized.
Aubry et al. [3] used a computer generated (CG) imagery system with image parameters
such as object style, 3D viewpoint, color, and scene lighting configuration. To study how
a parameter is represented in a CNN, they generated a set of CG images while varying
the parameter, fit principal component analysis to the activations, and plotted the input
images along the first few principal components to show how different layers encode the
change in the input parameter. In this thesis PCA is also fit to CNN activations, however,
this thesis does not control the set of concepts being varied in the input in any way.
Lenc et al. [45] also vary predefined input parameters but then perform regression to
predict the value of input parameters given activations.
Esser et al. [18] and Rombach et al. [61] learn an invertible non-linear mapping between
pretrained CNN activations and a set of predefined input parameters.
The completeness of the explanations from these supervised methods depends on how
suitable the set of user-defined concepts is for explaining the particular combination of model,
weights, input data, and task. Yeh et al. [80] mathematically defined the completeness of a
set of concepts, then searched for the set of concepts that maximizes their completeness
metric. While supervised methods provide interpretable explanations, it is very unlikely
that any set of user-defined concepts is sufficient for providing a complete explanation of a
network [80].
2.2.4 Unsupervised explainability methods
Unsupervised methods try to uncover the concepts that the model is representing. In
contrast to supervised methods, unsupervised methods do not rely on a set of user-defined
concepts to provide an explanation. Several works have applied unsupervised techniques to
find structure in a DNN layer’s activations.
Some works [11, 34] sample activations from pretrained CNNs and then project the
high-dimensional activations onto a two-dimensional manifold using UMAP [11, 48] and
t-SNE [34, 76]. Points on the two-dimensional manifold can be sampled and visualized
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either through optimization [11, 54] or by displaying the input data corresponding to each
point [34]. By visualizing the embedding distances between visual concepts, unsupervised
methods help us understand deep representations. However, by projecting high dimensional
activation spaces down to two dimensions, much information is lost. For layer mixed4c in
InceptionV1 [73], Carter et al. [11] manually found three paths along the two-dimensional
manifold corresponding to a change in a stimulus attribute e.g. number of fruit, number of
people, and blur level of foliage. These paths are tuning dimensions because they correspond
to a change in a stimulus attribute. This result shows that it is possible to find semantically
meaningful tuning dimensions based on a dataset of activations.
Another approach to finding structure in DNN activations is to factorize CNN activations
with non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) [12, 55] to identify linear combinations of
neurons which may correspond to different concepts, then visualize each linear combination
of neurons using activation maximization [54]. Alammar [1] fits NMF to fully-connected
layer activations from transformers to identify linear combinations of neurons which may
correspond to different concepts. However, the number of components is typically chosen
to be much less than the number of neurons, resulting in less complete explanations.
Bolei et al. [78] and Ghorbani et al. [22] fit clustering algorithms to CNN activations
from an entire training set to obtain cluster centers corresponding to the concepts a layer
represents. Bolani et al. [78] display image patches which correspond to cluster centres.
Ghorbani et al. [22] find activation vectors for each cluster centre, then display image
super-pixels projected onto each activation vector.
Lang et al. [40] train a StyleGAN to learn semantically meaningful image attributes
which affect a particular classifier’s outputs. By varying the StyleGAN activations along
the semantically meaningful image attributes, they provide a counterfactual explanation
which shows how manipulating an image attribute will affect a classifier’s decision.
2.2.5 Manual studies of DNN representations
There has been some work on understanding deep representations by manually examining
deep networks. Cammarata et al. [10] manually identified that the angular orientation of
curves in the input is a tuning dimension for curve detector neurons in multiple InceptionV1
[73] layers. The activation of multiple neurons can be explained by a single stimulus at-
tribute. This result demonstrates the value of tuning dimensions for producing decipherable
explanations of the behaviour of groups of neurons. Olah et al. [53] published a study of
individual neurons in the early layers of InceptionV1 [73] where they grouped neurons by
their function.
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2.2.6 Understanding the activation space of generative models
Compared to discriminative networks, visualizing how variance in a generative model’s
activation space relates to image space is simple: vary activations, then forward pass
to obtain a generated image. Several works [68, 32, 33, 77, 27, 6] identify directions to
edit activations which correspond to changes in semantically meaningful attributes of the
generated images. A method called GANSpace [32] takes an unsupervised approach by fitting
PCA to a set of sampled activations, then vary activations along each principal component.
Principal components define remarkably disentangled edit directions for generative models
such as StyleGAN2 [35] and BigGAN [8].
2.2.7 Human XAI studies
Quantifying the interpretability of explanations is inherently subjective. Conducting a
user study is the most rigorous method to measure explanation interpretability [41, 16].
Several DNN XAI papers have conducted user studies to evaluate the interpretability of
their explanations [2, 25, 67, 7].
Many user studies ask participants to perform the task of forward simulation [2, 25, 67].
In a forward simulation task, users are first presented with explanations of a model. Then
given a previously unseen input, they must predict the model’s output using the information
from the explanations they were presented [16]. To perform well on a forward simulation
task, explanations must generalize to many data instances.
Another common type of user study is to present a N-alternative forced choice task
[7, 32, 40, 67]. In the context of XAI method, two explanations are typically presented, one
being the true explanation and the other being a random uninformative explanation. Users
are then forced to choose which explanation is the most informative. Borowski et al. [7]
conducted a forced choice user study and found natural image explanations to be more
interpretable than optimized feature visualizations [54].
2.2.8 Connection to neuroscience
Computational neuroscientists are faced with a similar task as XAI researchers: they aim
to develop techniques to explain the function of biological neural networks in the brain.
The cerebral cortex has a number of similarities with DNNs, such as layers of simple
units and adaptive connection weights. Biological neural networks found in the cerebral
cortex are more complex than DNNs; yet neuroscientists have developed several methods
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to understand aspects of cortical function [81, 38, 74]. These methods are time consuming
and expensive to apply because they involve measuring brain activity with techniques such
as EEG, fMRI, or electrodes recording individual neurons. The cost of measuring brain
activity limits the complexity of task and duration of brain activity that can be studied.
Fortunately, it is fast and inexpensive to measure the activations of artificial neurons in
DNNs. This enables deep learning researchers to easily measure millions of activations from
DNNs as they perform highly complex tasks.
A method used in both neuroscience and deep learning is activation maximization;
finding the input that maximizes the activation of an individual neuron, or a collection
of neurons [70, 74]. The input found through activation maximization is also called the
preferred stimuli. If the preferred stimuli of several neurons are found to be related, they
can be used to identify a tuning dimension for a group of neurons.
Tuning dimensions are foundational methods for understanding groups of biological
neurons because they can provide a decipherable explanation of what groups of neurons
respond to [21, 30, 52]. A tuning dimension is a stimulus attribute that accounts for much
of the activation variance of a group of neurons. For example, the activations of a neurons
in a cat’s visual cortex were maximized when a bar of light was presented at particular
angles (eg. 30, 45, 60 degrees) [30]. The angle of the bar of light in this case is the tuning
dimension of the population of cat neurons. Since data collection in biological neurons
is expensive and time consuming, the tuning dimensions for a group of neurons usually
become clear over decades following painstaking trial-and-error. Tuning dimensions are
typically defined by non-linear paths through activation space.
As Cunningham et al. [13] discuss, applying dimensionality reduction to biological
neural network activations has been done many times before. Since recording activations
from biological neuron populations is time-limited, expensive, and invasive, experiments
are typically much smaller scale than DNN experiments and usually attempt to study a
few specific functions of a neural population during a simple task.
When PCA is fit in biological neural activations, the variance in the activations of a
high-dimensional neuron population may be explained with a few components [20, 65, 72].
Stopfer et al. [72] fit both PCA and locally linear embedding (LLE) to locust brain
activations and show that non-linear LLE dimensions disentangle recognition of specific
odors. Russo et al. [65] recorded activations from the primary motor cortex (M1) and
supplementary motor area (SMA) of monkeys while the monkeys rotated a hand crank.
They fit PCA to the high-dimensional recorded activations, then in the embedding space of
the first three principal components, they showed that the activation trajectory over time
corresponded to a cyclical, non-linear path.
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Gallego et al. [20] recorded activations from the primary motor cortex (M1) of monkeys
while they performed a simple task with a joystick, fit PCA, projected activation trajectories
onto the first three principal components, and demonstrated a non-linear path was contained
within this embedding. They hypothesize that the variance of high-dimensional activations
can be explained by a lower-dimensional manifold in activation space. They also suggest
that studying individual neurons can divert one from understanding neural representations
since neurons can be involved in multiple neural modes.
A common theme amongst these works [13, 20, 65, 72] is that PCA provides a linear
basis for an inherently non-linear phenomenon in activation space. Gallego et al. [20]
pointed out that the intrinsic dimension of a non-linear path in activation space is less than
the path’s PCA embedding dimension. PCA constructs a basis by identifying orthogonal
linear combinations of neurons that maximize the projected variance along each basis. The
orthogonality constraint of PCA attempts to minimize any linear correlations between PCs,
but PCs can still have nonlinear relationships with each other. Stopfer et al. [72], Russo
et al. [65], and Gallego et al. [20] each identified nonlinear paths through the embedding
space of the top principal components that corresponded to a change in a meaningful
stimulus attribute (a tuning dimension). This suggests that biological tuning dimensions
are encoded by non-linear paths through activation – mirroring the evidence of non-linear
paths corresponding to tuning dimensions in DNN activations [10, 11].
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Chapter 3
Prologue to first article
3.1 Article details
Identifying and interpreting tuning dimensions in deep networks. In Shared Visual Repre-
sentations in Human & Machine Intelligence NeurIPS Workshop, 2020. Nolan S. Dey, J.
Eric Taylor, Bryan P. Tripp, Alexander Wong, Graham W. Taylor
3.1.1 Personal contributions
The idea to study the tuning dimensions of DNNs came jointly from Bryan P. Tripp,
Alexander Wong, and Graham W. Taylor. As the first author, I was responsible for the
programming, experimentation, and writing of the majority of the manuscript, under the
supervision of my four co-authors.
3.2 Context
In neuroscience, one of the foundational abstractions for understanding related groups of
biological neurons is the concept of tuning dimensions [21, 30, 52]. A population or group
of neurons produces activations based on a stimulus being presented. A tuning dimension
is a stimulus attribute that explains the activations of a group of neurons. For example,
Figure 3.1 shows a population of 10 neurons that each activate highly when a stimulus
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Figure 3.1: Toy example of tuning curves for a population of neurons. The tuning dimension
of this population is the stimulus orientation.
is oriented at a certain angle. The tuning dimension in this case is the orientation of the
stimulus because it can explain the activations of the group of neurons.
While some researchers have attempted to manually identify tuning dimensions in DNNs
[10, 11] prior to this article work, there was no automatic way to identify them. In a
NeurIPS 2020 workshop paper, a framework is presented for automatically identifying an
analogue of tuning dimensions in DNNs. It is shown that the PCA and ICA bases for
activation space automatically identify the expected tuning dimensions for early vision
layers in InceptionV1 and a synthetic Gabor bank.
However, the method presented in this article has one major limitation. Based on the
visualization techniques used, it is very hard to interpret layers without expected tuning
dimensions. This limited the paper to only studying early vision layers because deeper layers
could not be studied with confidence. In the second article this limitation is addressed.
3.3 Contributions
This work contributes an unsupervised framework for identifying and interpreting “tuning
dimensions” in DNNs. The method correctly identifies the tuning dimensions of a synthetic
Gabor filter bank, and those of the first two layers of InceptionV1 trained on ImageNet.
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Chapter 4
Identifying and interpreting tuning
dimensions in deep networks
4.1 Introduction
In neuroscience, tuning dimensions are foundational methods for understanding groups of
biological neurons because they can provide a decipherable explanation of what groups of
neurons respond to [21, 30, 52]. A tuning dimension is a stimulus attribute that accounts
for much of the activation variance of a group of neurons. Since data collection in biological
neurons is expensive and time consuming, the tuning dimensions for a group of neurons
usually become clear over decades following painstaking trial-and-error.
In deep learning, these data collection limitations do not exist because we can easily
measure neural activations for very large and diverse datasets. Some works have manually
found an analogue to tuning dimensions in deep neural networks (DNNs) [10, 11]; however,
there is currently no way to automatically identify them. In this paper, we define such a
method as follows. First, we acquire a dataset of activations. Then, we apply unsupervised
dimensionality reduction techniques to identify a set of basis vectors that explain that acti-
vation space’s variance. Finally, we visualize points [54] along each basis vector to produce
the tuning dimension. Our method identifies the tuning dimensions of a synthetic Gabor




A popular approach to explaining the function of neurons in convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) is to visualize their preferred input. These methods are compelling because the
resultant images are highly interpretable and because the explanations can be generated
automatically. A neuron’s preferred stimulus can be visualized by optimizing an input image
to maximize the activation of a particular neuron [47, 50, 51, 54, 55]. Some neurons show
strong activation in response to a diverse range of stimuli [50, 54]. Furthermore, neurons
rarely fire in isolation — multiple neurons often fire together to represent concepts [55].
Together, these findings suggest that studying the preferred stimulus of individual neurons
alone is not sufficient, and sometimes misleading, for understanding deep representations.
To gain a more complete understanding of deep representations, we should strive to
understand the activation space of each layer. Once trained, layers in deep neural networks
transform the activation space of the previous layer in a way that minimizes some loss
function. A point in activation space a can be visualized by optimizing an input image I to
approximately reproduce a when I is forward propagated through the network [54]. It is
difficult to study activation space because it is high-dimensional, even with a visualization
method. [11, 34] project the high-dimensional activation space to a two-dimensional
manifold while attempting to preserve high-dimensional distances. Then, points on the
two-dimensional manifold can be sampled and visualized either through optimization [11]
or by displaying the input data corresponding to each point [34]. These methods help us
understand deep representations by visualizing the embedding distances between visual
concepts. However, by compressing high dimensional activation spaces to two dimensions, a
great deal of information is lost. When identifying tuning dimensions, we need not constrain
ourselves to compressing activation space to two or three dimensions because a layer can
have more than three tuning dimensions.
There has also been some work on understanding deep representations by manually iden-
tifying tuning dimensions in deep networks. For layer mixed4c in InceptionV1 [73], Carter
et al [11] manually found three paths along the two-dimensional manifold corresponding
to a change in a stimulus attribute e.g. number of fruit, number of people, and blur level
of foliage. These paths are tuning dimensions because they correspond to a change in a
stimulus attribute. This result shows that it is possible to find semantically meaningful
tuning dimensions based on a dataset of activations. Cammarata et al [10] manually found
that the angular orientation of curves in the input is a tuning dimension for curve detector
neurons in multiple InceptionV1 [73] layers. In other words, the activation of multiple
neurons can be explained by a single stimulus attribute. This result demonstrates the value
of tuning dimensions for producing decipherable explanations of the behaviour of groups of
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neurons. Though this manual process of identifying tuning dimensions bears some similarity
to neuroscience, it is a time consuming process. We are unaware of any existing methods
for automatically identifying tuning dimensions in DNNs.
4.3 Method
In this paper we investigate layers of InceptionV1 [73] pretrained on ImageNet [14]. Prior
works have also studied this combination [10, 11, 54, 55, 53]. ImageNet is a large, diverse
sample of natural images and InceptionV1 was previously state-of-the-art for the ImageNet
classification task [64].
4.3.1 Collecting activations
We first obtain a representative sample of a layer’s activations. This is the same method
of collecting activations used by Carter et al [11]. We forward propagate N randomly
chosen ImageNet [14] images through InceptionV1 up to a specified layer to obtain an
(N × h×w× c) matrix of activations, where h and w are the spatial height and width, and
c is the number of channels. Following [11], we found N = 1M to be sufficient although it
is likely that a much lower N would also be sufficient. If we collected activations from the
center spatial position, we would be biasing our collection towards input features typically
found at the center of images. To obtain a representative sample of activation space while
also respecting memory constraints, we choose a random spatial index in the activation
map (padded by one spatial position to avoid boundary artifacts) to collect an activation
vector (Rc) for each image to obtain activations A ∈ RN×c.
4.3.2 Identifying tuning dimensions
We apply a dimensionality reduction technique to a to obtain a set of lower dimensional
transformed activations A′ ∈ RN×n where n is the number of reduced dimensions. We treat
each of the n dimensions of A′ as tuning dimensions. We compare the scikit-learn [58]
implementations of several dimensionality reduction techniques in Section 4.4.1: principal
component analysis (PCA), independent component analysis (ICA) [31], non-negative
matrix factorization (NMF) [12], and locally linear embedding (LLE) [62].
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4.3.3 Visualizing points along each tuning dimension
To visualize a tuning dimension, we sample m points (Rn) along the tuning dimension to
obtain an (m × n) matrix of sampled points in transformed activation space. Then, we
apply an inverse transform to obtain an (m× c) matrix of sampled points in untransformed
activation space. We found that uniformly sampling m points between the observed
minimum and maximum values along each tuning dimension produced the most informative
visualizations. Sampling methods are compared in Section A.1.
Let a′ ∈ Rh×w×c be the activation obtained from forward propagating an image parame-
terization I up to a specified layer. Following Olah et al [54], we visualize a sampled point
in activation space a ∈ Rc by optimizing an image parameterization I to maximize the













This optimization results in an image I∗ which approximately reproduces a at every
spatial location in the activation map a′ of the intended layer. We also tried optimizing an
image I to reproduce a at a single spatial location in a′ but this resulted in less interpretable
visualizations.
The torch-lucent library was used for visualization.1 Following Olah et al [54], we
applied small random affine transformations to I each optimization step, and the image
parameterization I we used was the Fourier basis with all frequencies scaled to have
the same energy. When we used a pixel-based image parameterization I instead, the
resulting visualizations I∗ resembled noise. However, prior work suggests that if we were
visualizing the activations of a network that was trained with an adversarial robustness
objective, optimizing a pixel-based image parameterization I should yield more interpretable
visualizations [17].
4.3.4 Interpreting tuning dimension visualizations
A tuning dimension is a stimulus attribute that accounts for much of the activation variance
of a group of neurons. While studying a tuning dimension visualization, a change in a
stimulus attribute along the dimension is expected. The interpretation of the changing
1https://github.com/greentfrapp/lucent
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Figure 4.1: Tuning dimension visualizations of the first layer of InceptionV1 (conv2d0).
Top: Visualized points along first ICA component show increasing frequency of vertically
oriented edges. Bottom: Visualized points along sixth ICA component show dark/light
edges switching to light/dark edges which is associated with a change in Gabor filter phase.
32 points were visualized for each tuning dimension but to improve readability, the most
informative 6 are shown. Best viewed in color.
stimulus attribute(s) is a subjective process. We are more likely to notice changes in a
hypothesized stimulus attribute, which introduces the danger of confirmation bias. To
provide transparency, our interpretations are included in the Appendix sections A.3 and
A.4.
Points in A′ obtained from PCA or ICA can take both positive and negative values.
When examining points along a dimension of A′ obtained from PCA or ICA, the points
at the positive and negative ends represent opposite concepts, while the points near zero
represent the mean collected activation vector. Figure 4.1 shows visualizations of two tuning
dimensions identified by ICA for conv2d0, the first layer of InceptionV1 [73]. Points in A′
obtained from NMF can only take positive values.
4.4 Results
In Section 4.4.1, we compare dimensionality reduction models and demonstrate that our
method can correctly identify the tuning dimensions of a synthetic Gabor bank. In Section
4.4.2, we study the tuning dimensions of the first two layers of InceptionV1 [73] and show
that our method can identify a set of hypothesized tuning dimensions. We found it best to
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study these visualizations through an interactive interface.2
4.4.1 Identifying tuning dimensions of a synthetic Gabor bank
To compare dimensionality reduction methods for identifying tuning dimensions, we need a
method to validate the recovery of known tuning dimensions. To ensure the correct tuning
dimensions are known a priori, we construct a bank of Gabor filters with tuning dimensions
of frequency, angle, and phase. Both the human visual system and trained CNNs contain
Gabor-like filters in early layers [53, 56]. Frequency, angle, and phase affect the filter’s
preferred edge frequency, edge angle, and dark/light edge orientation respectively. Since
conv2d0, the first layer of InceptionV1 [73], has 28 7 × 7 Gabor filters [53] applied with
a stride of 2, we used the same number of filters, kernel size, and stride for the Gabor
filter bank. More details regarding the Gabor filter bank’s construction are included in the
Appendix section A.2.
Table 4.1: Comparison of identified Gabor bank tuning dimensions. PCA-3 denotes PCA
with 3 components.
Tuning Dimension PCA-3 PCA-6 ICA-3 ICA-6 NMF-3 NMF-6 LLE-3 LLE-6
Frequency 3 3 3 3 7 7 7 7
Angle 7 7 3 3 7 7 7 7
Phase 3 3 3 3 7 7 7 7
We collected activations and applied standard unsupervised learning techniques to
identify the tuning dimensions: PCA, ICA [31], NMF [12], and LLE [62]. Table 4.1 shows
that only ICA correctly identified all of the tuning dimensions, PCA failed to identify angle,
and both NMF and LLE failed to identify any of the tuning dimensions. PCA may have
failed to identify the angle tuning dimension because each component is constrained to be
orthogonal whereas ICA may have succeeded because it does not have this constraint. The
visualizations of points along each NMF tuning dimension did not have any meaningful
variation. This could be due to the NMF constraint that points along each tuning dimension
be non-negative, meaning no meaningful variation was observed in the positive region of the
NMF tuning dimensions. In the positive regions along PCA and ICA tuning dimensions, it
is also rare for meaningful variations to be observed. However, the meaningful variation
along PCA and ICA tuning dimensions is observed due to the transition from the negative
2Link to interactive demo: https://tinyurl.com/tuning-dimensions-svrhm
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to positive regions. Visualized points along each LLE tuning dimension were very different
but had no apparent pattern between them. We continue to use both PCA and ICA because
they identified most of the Gabor filter bank tuning dimensions. We wanted a method that
is not sensitive to hyperparameters so we did not try deep learning-based dimensionality
reduction techniques.
4.4.2 Identifying tuning dimensions of InceptionV1 layers
There is no quantitative metric to evaluate the validity of tuning dimensions. Fortunately,
Olah et al [53] published a study of individual neurons in the early layers of InceptionV1
which could be used as a reference to hypothesize the ground-truth tuning dimensions
in this particular architecture. When evaluating different variations of our method, we
compared our results to the tuning dimensions we had hypothesized. In other words, we
ask whether our method for automatic discovery of tuning dimensions converges on the
same dimensions manually identified by other researchers.
conv2d0
Olah et al. [53] manually categorized the conv2d0 neurons into Gabor, color contrast, and
uncategorized families. We hypothesized that the Gabor neurons would have the same
tuning dimensions as our synthetic Gabor bank: frequency, angle, and phase (dark/light
orientation of edges). Based on the color contrast neurons, we expected to see green/purple,
orange/blue, green/red, and blue/red color contrasts. We did not hypothesize any tuning
dimensions for the uncategorized units. After fitting ICA with 16 components and visualizing
the tuning dimensions, all of the hypothesized tuning dimensions were identified (Table 4.2).
Each of the visualizations that we interpreted as one of the hypothesized tuning dimensions
is included in Section A.4.
conv2d1
Olah et al. [53] manually categorized the conv2d1 neurons into low frequency, Gabor, color
contrast, complex Gabor, multicolor, color, hatch, and uncategorized families. For the
Gabor and color contrast neurons we hypothesized the same tuning dimensions as conv2d0.
We also expected the complex Gabor filters to have frequency and angular orientation tuning.
We did not hypothesize any tuning dimensions for the hatch and uncategorized neurons
because the hatch category consisted of a single neuron, and the 3 uncategorized neurons
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Table 4.2: Comparison of PCA and ICA for identifying tuning dimensions in the InceptionV1
layers conv2d0 and conv2d1. PCA-16 denotes PCA with 16 components.
conv2d0 conv2d1
Hypothesized Tuning Dimension PCA-16 ICA-16 PCA-16 ICA-16
Gabor frequency 7 3 3 3
Gabor angle 3 3 3 3
Gabor phase 3 3 3 3
Green/purple contrast 3 3 3 3
Orange/blue contrast 3 3 3 3
Green/red contrast 7 3 7 3
Blue/red contrast 3 3 3 3
had no apparent relationship. ICA with 16 components identified all of the hypothesized
tuning dimensions (Table 4.2). Each of the visualizations that we interpreted as one of the
hypothesized tuning dimensions is included in Section A.4.
4.5 Conclusions and future work
We propose the first general unsupervised method for identifying and visualizing the tuning
dimensions of a deep neural network layer. We show the method correctly identifies the
tuning dimensions of a synthetic Gabor filter bank and hypothesized tuning dimensions of
the first two layers of InceptionV1. Moving forward, we have identified a number of areas
for future work.
A key area of future work will be studying the higher layers of InceptionV1 in more
detail. It takes approximately 2 minutes to manually interpret each tuning dimension. The
layers after conv2d1 have many neurons (>= 192), making it more time consuming to study
these layers. The higher layers of InceptionV1 [73] also contain more diverse and complex
neurons, making the tuning dimensions of each layer unclear. Without clear hypotheses for
a layer’s tuning dimensions, this introduces a great deal of uncertainty into the qualitative
evaluation of the tuning dimensions.
Our method is not specific to a particular data instance, making it a global explainability
method. Once our method is used to label the tuning dimensions of a layer, the labels may
be used in a “what-if” tool [79] to provide instance-specific explanations. We may also use
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an external dataset such as Broden [5] to quantitatively associate each tuning dimension
with specific visual concepts.
Finally, our method may be extended to identify tuning dimensions in reinforcement
learning, natural language processing, and graph learning models provided a method exists
to visualize an activation a by optimizing an input parameterization to reproduce a. Ponce
et al [59] proposed a method for optimizing the preferred stimuli I∗ of individual biological
neurons. Their method could be extended to optimize stimuli I∗ which reproduce a




Prologue to second article
5.1 Article details
The surprising effectiveness of PCA for understanding CNN representations. Submitted to
NeurIPS 2021 for review. Nolan S. Dey, J. Eric Taylor, Bryan P. Tripp, Alexander Wong,
Graham W. Taylor
5.1.1 Personal contributions
As the first author, I was responsible for the programming, computational experimentation,
and the writing of the majority of the manuscript, under the supervision of my four
co-authors. In addition to providing supervision, the second author J. Eric Taylor was
responsible for the user study. He conceived the experimental design, applied for the IRB,
recruited participants, conducted the study, and analyzed the results.
5.2 Context
As mentioned in Section 3.2, the method in the first article had a major limitation: it was
difficult to interpret the synthetic visualizations that were produced, especially for deeper
layers.
In the first article, the authors reported their own interpretations of the synthetic
visualizations for early vision layers. To test whether other computer vision researchers
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shared the authors’ interpretations, a user study was conducted with 8 participants. For
tuning dimensions in the first two layers it is known that some of them correspond to
the Gabor filter parameters of frequency, angle, and phase. Users were presented with a
visualization and asked them if they saw one or more of the 3 Gabor filter parameters. The
task presented to each participant in the user study are shown in Figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1: Task presented to participants of the user study.
Krippendorff’s alpha (α) is a metric used to quantify inter-rater reliability. In other
words, if multiple participants respond to the same prompt, α quantifies the agreement
between the participants’ responses. α = 1 means there is perfect agreement between
participants, α = 0 means participants’ responses are statistically unrelated, and α < 0 is
worse than random chance and suggests there is a systematic disagreement.
Most participants agreed on visualizations corresponding to a change in angle, but their
agreement approached random chance for frequency (α = 0.35) and phase (α = −0.0008).
This user study shows that even for simple tuning dimensions, synthetic visualizations alone
do not provide interpretable explanations, even to computer vision experts.
This user study made it clear that a more interpretable visualization technique was
needed. The second article builds upon the first article by developing an additional
visualization technique that greatly improves explanation interpretability, enabling the
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interpretation explanations of deeper layers with more confidence. It was also found that
studying representations before the ReLU non-linearity is applied greatly improves the
completeness and interpretability of the explanations.
Many popular DNN explanation methods make choices that increase interpretability at
the expense of completeness. There are 3 such choices highlighted in this work: relying
on instance-specific explanations, studying neurons individually, and relying on a set of
user-defined concepts for explanations. To provide a more complete explanation of high-
dimensional and distributed DNN activations, the principal components (PCs) of DNN
layer activations are visualized.
The PCs found are analogous to tuning dimensions, however, they do not accurately
capture the true tuning dimensions because true tuning dimensions are non-linear. The
second article has a change in vocabulary compared to the first article: rather than describing
PCs in activation space as tuning dimensions, they are described as basis vectors that can
help one study the relationship between activation variance and input variance.
By combining ablation experiments and studies with human participants, it was found
that the most important principal components formed a more complete and interpretable
basis than individual neurons. Much of the activation variance may be understood by
studying relatively few high-variance PCs, as opposed to studying every neuron. These PCs
also strongly affect network function, and are highly interpretable. In contrast, while some
neurons are highly interpretable, many of these have little individual impact on network
function. As a result, the PC basis for DNN activations is both more interpretable and
complete. New insights into deep representations may be gained by visualizing PCs in
activation space.
5.3 Contributions
For AlexNet [39], this article shows that the principal components in activation space
capture semantically meaningful concepts at each layer. Furthermore this work demonstrate
that the PCA basis offers a more complete explanation of activation space than the neuron
basis. Through a user study this work also show that the top principal components are
more interpretable than the most important neurons.
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Chapter 6
The surprising effectiveness of PCA for
understanding CNN representations
6.1 Introduction
Safety critical applications of machine learning require transparent models that experts can
understand and trust. The lack of complete and interpretable explainability methods for
discriminative deep neural networks (DNNs) is a major obstacle to the adoption of DNNs
in settings such as healthcare and transportation. With explainability methods, there is
a tradeoff between interpretability and completeness [23]. Completeness describes how
thoroughly an explanation describes a model while interpretability describes how under-
standable an explanation is [23]. For example, explaining a network’s function by writing
down an equation with millions of terms would be the most complete explanation but also
the least interpretable. Conversely, saliency map explanations [70] are highly interpretable
but offer very incomplete explanations of a DNN [37]. Many popular DNN explanation
methods make choices that increase interpretability at the expense of completeness.
Studying neurons individually without considering their interactions provides incomplete
explanations. Both biological and artificial neural networks have distributed representa-
tions; multiple neurons often fire together to represent concepts [55, 19, 61, 20, 4, 41, 32].
Explanation methods that focus on individual neurons [47, 50, 51, 54, 55, 5, 49, 6] typically
only provide interpretable explanations for neurons that are highly selective of some con-
cept. However, only a small fraction of individual neurons are highly selective of concepts
[5, 54]. Furthermore, highly concept-selective neurons can be ablated without removing a
model’s ability to recognize that concept, meaning neurons that are not highly selective
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still play an important role in network function [4]. Thus, techniques that study neurons
individually provide less complete explanations of DNNs because they do not consider
neuron interactions and often disregard neurons that are not individually interpretable.
Whereas neuron-based explanations can be difficult to connect with concepts, other
methods perform a supervised search to identify how a set of user-defined concepts is
represented in a DNN [5, 19, 49, 36, 61]. These supervised explanations are highly inter-
pretable because user-defined concepts are semantically meaningful. Since user-defined
sets of concepts are unlikely to encompass the full set of concepts represented by a DNN,
supervised explanation methods are unlikely to provide complete explanations. Furthermore,
neuron responses often relate weakly to such concepts, and supervised explanation methods
are difficult to apply to novel image applications, because large labelled sets of user defined
concepts are expensive to collect.
Our goal is to understand the high-dimensional and distributed activation space of a
layer, and thus understand how the layer represents input stimuli. We sample a large set
of activations, then use unsupervised principal component analysis (PCA) to identify a
set of orthogonal basis vectors, ordered by the amount of activation variance they capture.
Then to understand the activation variance along a principal component (PC), we visualize
points along the component so we can relate activation variance to input variance. We
show that the often-overlooked PCA basis for AlexNet [39] pretrained on ImageNet [14] is
surprisingly interpretable and has a number of useful properties. Firstly, much of a layer’s
activation variance is explained by only studying a fraction of PCs, as opposed to studying
every neuron. Through ablation experiments we found that PCs with large eigenvalues are
generally more important for AlexNet’s performance than the most important neurons, and
that PCs with small eigenvalues are generally less important for AlexNet’s performance
than the least important neurons. Through a user study we also show that PCs with
large eigenvalues tend to be interpretable and PCs with small eigenvalues are generally
uninterpretable. Moreover, these components are more interpretable than visualizations of
the most important neuron bases. The results show the most important PCs form a more
complete and interpretable basis than the most important neurons.
6.2 Method
DNN activations are high-dimensional, distributed, and contain non-linear phenomena. To
understand activation space and the neuron interactions within it, we sample the space then
fit PCA to obtain a set of basis vectors for the activation space. We then visualize points
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along each basis vector and interpret how activation variance relates to input variance.
Figure 6.1 shows an overview.
Despite the existence of non-linear phenomena in activation space, PCA is surprisingly
effective at identifying an interpretable and complete basis. We found that it was important
to fit PCA to pre-ReLU activations, resulting in variance being explained by far fewer
PCs than if we fit to post-ReLU activations (see Section 6.3.2). The application of ReLU
may make linear methods like PCA less effective because it increases the non-linearity of
activations by setting negative activations to zero. To increase interpretability, we also
found it crucial to include natural image visualizations and visualize points in activation
space using distance minimization rather than activation maximization objectives (see
Section 6.2.3).
Figure 6.1: Overview of our method. We sample RD activations from a layer’s activation
map (1), then identify the principal components of the layer’s activation space (2). Finally
we visualize points along each principal component (3) and interpret the visualizations (4).
6.2.1 Sample a layer’s activations
Before fitting PCA to determine basis vectors, we first obtain a representative sample of a
layer’s activations. When forward propagating an image through a DNN up to a specific
fully connected layer, we store the full RD activation vector where D is the number of
neurons. When forward propagating an image through a DNN up to a specific convolutional
layer, we obtain (H ×W ×D) matrix of activations, where H and W are the feature map
height and width, and D is the number of channels. Since in a convolutional layer the
same operation is applied at every spatial position, we can sample an activation vector
(RD) at a single spatial position for each image to reduce the dimensionality of the layer’s
activations and reduce memory requirements. However, if we sample activations from the
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same spatial position for every image, we would bias our sampling towards input features
typically found at the specific spatial position. To avoid biasing our sampling, we choose a
random spatial position to sample for each image, avoiding boundary positions. We forward
propagate every image in the training set through a DNN up to a specified layer, then
sample a random spatial position to obtain an activation matrix A ∈ RN×D where N is
the length of the training set, and D is either the number of convolutional channels or the
number of fully-connected neurons, depending on the layer. This is the same method of
sampling activations used by [11].
6.2.2 Identify principal components
Activation space is high dimensional and there are many possible bases. The neuron basis,
defined by axis-aligned unit vectors corresponding to each neuron, is the standard basis for
the activation space. PCA is a simple and effective tool for understanding high-dimensional
spaces. We apply PCA to A to obtain a set of transformed activations A′ ∈ RN×P where P
is the number of principal components (PCs). PCA finds a set of orthogonal basis vectors
for RD activation space, ordered by the amount of activation variance they capture. If
activation space has some covariance structure, then most of the activation variance can be
explained with relatively few PCs. Significant activation covariance also implies neuron
interactions are responsible for much of the activation variance. Previous works have also
shown the PCA basis is useful for analyzing activations in both biological neural networks
[20] and GANs [32]. We use the scikit-learn [58] PCA implementation for our experiments.
6.2.3 Visualize points along principal components
From PCA we obtain a transformed activation space RP . To understand the activation
variance along each PC, we sample points along each PC (while zeroing out contributions
from all other PCs) and visualize them in input space. Specifically, we sample m points
(RP ) along each PC (while zeroing out contributions from all other PCs) to obtain a (m×P )
matrix of sampled points in transformed activation space. Then, we apply an inverse
transform to obtain an (m×D) matrix of sampled points in untransformed activation space
(RD). We found that uniformly sampling m points between the observed minimum and
maximum values along each basis vector produced the most interpretable visualizations.
Sampling methods are compared in Section B.3.
Each of the m points along each PC is visualized independently in input space using the
three methods shown in Figure 6.2: synthetic receptive field (Synthetic-RF) [54], synthetic
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full size (Synthetic-Full) [54], and natural receptive field (Natural-RF).
Figure 6.2: Examples of synthetic receptive field (Synthetic-RF) [54], synthetic full size
(Synthetic-Full) [54], and natural receptive field (Natural-RF). Although Synthetic-Full has
a higher resolution than Synthetic-RF and Natural-RF, each of the visualizations is scaled
to be the same size.
When we visualize neurons or components, we use distance minimization rather than
the more common activation maximization objective. Activation maximization involves
producing a visualization that maximizes the activation along some neuron or some PC.
The issue with activation maximization is that there are many degrees of freedom; to
maximize neuron A, a visualization may also elicit large eigenvalue PCs from neuron B
and C. This freedom makes studying distributed representations difficult because neurons
or PCs cannot be studied independently of each other. Distance minimization involves
producing a visualization that minimizes the distance between the visualization’s response
in activation space, and some target point in activation space. This allows us to study how
variance along a single basis vector in activation space relates to variance in input space.
Synthetic visualization
Following Olah et al. [54], we visualize a point in activation space a ∈ RD by optimizing an
image parameterization I to maximize the cosine similarity between a and the activation
a′ obtained from forward propagating I up to the specified layer. Each visualization is
optimized independently.
In the Synthetic-RF variation we optimize a receptive field size image parameteriza-
tion IRF to approximately produce a at a single spatial position in the layer’s feature
map. Let a′ ∈ RD be the activation obtained from forward propagating IRF up to the layer.
The visualization I∗RF is as follows:
I∗RF = argmax
IRF





In the Synthetic-Full variation we are optimizing a full size image parameterization
IFull to approximately produce a at every spatial position in the layer’s feature map.
Let a′ ∈ RH×W×D be the activation obtained from forward propagating IFull up to the layer.













The torch-lucent library was used for visualization.1 Following Olah et al. [54], we
improved image interpretability by applying small random affine transformations to I at
each optimization step, and using the Fourier basis with all frequencies scaled to have
the same energy as our image parameterization I. It is worth noting that the space of
all images is vast and only a tiny fraction of image space corresponds to natural images.
The resulting feature visualizations I∗ are more synthetic and unnatural, containing many
artifacts and potential distractors. Nonetheless, the feature visualizations sometimes contain
interpretable image features that can be related back to the natural image space.
Natural visualization
To directly visualize activations in natural image space, we visualize a point in activation
space a ∈ RD by displaying the k nearest receptive-field sized image patches that have the
lowest `2 distance in activation space to the point a when forward propagated. We perform
this search over the N receptive field-sized image patches in the training set from which we
sampled activations. It is possible that adjacent points along a PC share the same nearest
neighbor (e.g. bottom row Figure 6.3).
For early vision layers where the size of the receptive field is small, these visualizations
are quite interpretable, as can be seen in Figure 6.4. However, for deeper layers with
larger receptive fields, it become more difficult to interpret what features the Natural-RF
visualizations have in common because there is more area for distractors to be present. To
help alleviate this problem, we highlight the regions of the Natural-RF visualizations that
strongly affect the proximity of the representation to the point a in representation space
that we are visualizing (see Supplementary B.2).
Borowski et al. [7] conducted a user study and found natural image explanations to be
more interpretable than optimized feature visualizations [54]. Using both synthetic and




When visualizing activation space points we expect to see meaningful changes as we
move along a large eigenvalue PC. For example, the angle of edges may change from
horizontal to vertical, the color may change from orange to blue, patterns may change from
vertical/horizontal to diagonal, etc. This can help give an idea of what features the DNN
has learned to extract from the input to make classification decisions. We provide example
visualizations to illustrate such changes (Figures 6.3 and 6.4 and Supplementary Material).
To quantify the interpretability of each dimension, we report the results of a systematic
study with human participants (see Section 6.3.3).
6.3 Results
In this work we study the PyTorch [57] implementation of AlexNet [39] pretrained on
ImageNet [14]. AlexNet comprises five convolutional layers (conv1, conv2, conv3, conv4,
and conv5) followed by three fully-connected layers (fc1, fc2, and fc3) (more details in
Supplementary B.1).
6.3.1 Examples of principal component visualizations
Figure 6.3 shows an example of three visualization methods visualizing a PC. Each of
the synthetic visualizations help provide additional context for interpreting the natural
visualization. It is difficult to exhaustively show our visualizations in this format so we
have chosen to show the Natural-RF visualizations of the top 6 PCs for each AlexNet
layer in Supplementary B.9. All visualizations can be interactively viewed through our
anonymous interactive demo 2. The PCs of conv1 and conv2 capture low level features
such as brightness, color, frequency, angle, phase, and color center surrounds.
The PCs for conv1 capture features such as brightness, Gabor filter phase, color contrasts,
and color center surrounds (see Figure 6.4). The PCs for conv2 capture features such as
texture frequency, line orientation, and color (see Supplementary Figure B.10). These
results are consistent with the findings of a study on early convolutional layers [53]. The
PCs for conv3, conv4, and conv5 seem to capture more high level features such as textures
and objects. Finally, the PCs of fc1, fc2, and fc3 seem to separate classes.
2https://david-s-hippocampus.github.io/deep-representations-pca
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Figure 6.3: The full visualization for the fourth principal component of conv4. Positive
values along this component correspond with the presence of a fur texture, while negative
values seem to correspond with well-defined straight edges in the foreground and foliage
in the background. In the far right columns, each of the 3 visualization types provides a
different visualization of fur.
6.3.2 Measures of completeness
Explanation completeness is an abstract concept that could be measured in a variety of
ways. We keep the explanation approach constant, and compare the completeness of the
subspace to which the explanation applies. We use two complementary measures of subspace
completeness below.
Explanation completeness: Activation covariance structure
One measure of completeness is the fraction of activation variance explained by an activation
space basis. Equation 6.3 defines the fraction of explained variance as the amount of variance
contained along a set of p basis vectors divided by the total variance contained along all P
basis vectors.

















Figure 6.5 shows a comparison between the explained variance of the PCA basis and
the neuron basis for AlexNet’s activations. Much of the activation variance is concentrated
in the most important PCs whereas variance is far less concentrated in the neuron basis.
For example, to explain 80% of the activation variance for conv5, one could either study
the first 33 PCs, or the 187 highest variance neurons. This trend remains clear for every
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Figure 6.4: Natural-RF visualizations along the first 6 principal components of conv1.
Brightness (PC 1), phase (PC 2,3), color contrast (PC 4,5), color-center-surround (PC 6).
layer. Clearly PCA is more efficient basis for activation space — dramatically fewer basis
vectors are needed to explain a specified amount of activation variance. The success of the
PCA is due to significant covariance between neurons in each layer. Without inter-neuron
covariance, the PCA basis would be roughly as efficient as the standard neuron basis for
explaining activation variance.
Explanation completeness: Activation ablation
Another quantitative measure of completeness is the amount of generalization performance
that can be attributed to a set of basis vectors. To quantitatively test the importance
of each basis, we ablate basis vectors (PCs or individual neurons) and observe how the
validation accuracy of AlexNet pretrained on ImageNet degrades. We determine individual
neuron importance by ablating each neuron individually, then assigning greater importance
to neurons that caused larger decreases in validation accuracy (see Supplementary B.7).
We ablate both neurons and PCs in order of importance and reverse order of importance,
then measure the effect on AlexNet’s validation accuracy.
Figure 6.6 shows that for all layers after conv1, accuracy degrades faster when large
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Figure 6.5: Cumulative sum of explained variance for each AlexNet convolutional layer.
Both PCs and neurons are ordered by descending variance.
eigenvalue PCs are ablated compared to when the most important neurons are ablated.
Conversely for all layers after conv2, when small eigenvalue PCs are ablated, they result in
a smaller accuracy degradation than ablating the least important neurons. This is evidence
that the most important PCs offer a more complete explanation of activation space than
the most important neurons, and the least important PCs contribute the least towards
explanation completeness. Zhou et al. [85] found that ablating random basis vectors from
AlexNet conv5 had less of an effect on accuracy than ablating individual neurons. We show
that ablating the most important PCs has a greater effect on accuracy than individual
neurons, and thus also has a greater effect than ablating random directions for conv5.
6.3.3 Explanation Interpretability: Human Validation User Study
We conducted a user study to validate that humans can indeed interpret coherent stimuli
across the visualized components. The core logic of our task is simple: If humans can detect
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Figure 6.6: For each of AlexNet’s five convolutional layers, we ablate basis vectors in
activation space and measure the effect on ImageNet top-1 validation accuracy. "PC order"
(blue line) and "PC reverse order" (orange line) ablated PCs in descending and ascending
order of eigenvalues respectively. "Neuron order" (green line) and "Neuron reverse order"
(red line) ablated neurons in descending and ascending order of their individual effect
on validation accuracy respectively. The points where PCs are responsible for specific
percentages of explained variance are also annotated.
a coherent stimulus feature across the visualizations, they should be able to tell when they
are looking at one of our visualizations versus a version of the same visualization with
randomly-reordered points along the component. If observers cannot accurately determine
which one is random, then they cannot really interpret the stimulus dimension. We tested
the following hypotheses: H1 - PCA visualizations are more interpretable than neuron-based
visualizations; H2 - Visualizations from shallow layers are more interpretable than deeper
layers; H3 - Interpretability is greater for more important bases, but only for PCA.
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Method
We recruited 24 participants from Prolific in exchange for £6.6 GBP/hr. All participants
provided informed consent to use their anonymized data in accordance with the institutional
IRB. For additional details required to replicate the study, see Supplementary Materials.
Participants were told they would see a display with two visualizations, and that one
of them would be in a scrambled order. Their task would be to identify which of the
two visualizations displays a coherent transition from left to right (see Figure B.3). We
tested 144 components over AlexNet’s five convolutional layers. Components were sampled
without replacement with probabilities equal to each PC’s explained variance ratio. We
chose PCs this way because we expected interpretability to fall off quickly; having more
visualizations from higher-order components should yield a more informative description
of interpretability. For neuron-based visualizations, we selected the 144 most important
neurons as determined by the ablation study, matching the number per layer as in the
PCA visualizations. Note this is a conservative comparison of bases in favour of the neuron
method. Stimuli were presented in random order. The position (top/bottom) of the original
and scrambled stimuli was randomized. A visualization consisted of three rows of natural
image snippets from the three nearest neighbours in activation space to points along each
basis. The scrambled versions contained identical snippets in pseudo-random order (see
Supplementary section B.6 for detail).
Results
Mean accuracy is depicted in Figure 6.7. Visual inspection reveals that for PCA, inter-
pretability is clearly a function of layer depth and PC importance. Layer conv1 has all
interpretable components, and from conv2 on there is a steep drop off with component
that is more pronounced with layer depth. For neuron-based visualizations, there appears
to be no relationship between neuron importance and interpretability and while conv1
appears interpretable, the rest drop off quickly. We support these claims with the following
statistical analyses.
H1: In a paired-samples t-test matching basis rank order, PCA components were
significantly more interpretable than neuron bases: t(142) = 3.13, p = .002. Note the
neuron bases are from the 144 most important neurons determined via ablation, whereas the
144 PCA components were sampled without replacement with probabilities equal to each
PC’s explained variance ratio, making this comparison unfair in favour of the neurons; this
is very compelling evidence for the superiority of PCA interpretability. For the remaining
hypotheses, we entered the data into a logistic generalized linear model with accuracy as
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Figure 6.7: User study results for PCA (top) and neuron (bottom) basis visualizations.
the dependent variable and method (PCA vs neuron; categorical), layer (ordinal), and basis
(ordinal) as predictors, including interactions. Note we rank-ordered neuron importance
and PCA component, so these comparisons again give an unfair advantage to the neuron
methods, as we took the most important neurons determined via ablation and pitted
them against a non-linear sample of best components. Note also that we violate the
independence assumption, however this should make this analysis more conservative. H2:
There was a significant negative effect of layer in the regression (B(1) = -.116, p < .001),
indicating deeper layers produced visualizations with worse interpretability. H3: There was
a significant interaction between method and basis (B(1) = .049, p < .001), indicating that
performance decreased with less important bases, and that this effect was more pronounced
for PCA versus neuron.
6.4 Limitations
While we believe our work can provide practically useful explanations for DNNs, all
explainability methods carry the risk that users will be overconfident in the explanations.
To help mitigate this risk, we highlight three main limitations to our method of studying PCs
of activation space. First, we do not consider how PCs interact in activation space because
we study them individually. This is an important direction for future work because most
stimuli are represented by multiple PCs. There are non-linear phenomenon in activation
space but the PCA basis only provides a linear view of the underlying non-linear manifold
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[20]. For example, tuning curves in biological neural networks are captured by non-linear
manifolds [30, 52, 21, 10, 20]. Non-linear dimension reduction techniques may capture
non-linear manifolds more accurately than linear techniques like PCA. If an unsupervised
non-linear method could identify the neural manifolds of DNNs, it would be exciting to see
if neural manifolds in biological neuron populations could also be identified. It is unclear
what small eigenvalue PCs represent in activation space. Small eigenvalue PCs may be
interpretable when considered in the context of their interaction with large eigenvalue PCs.
They also may represent noise in activation space. Although they have uninterpretable
visualizations and explain little variance, they still affect AlexNet’s validation accuracy
when ablated. Thus, small eigenvalue PCs play some role in network function. They may
be needed for representing long-tail inputs that appear infrequently in the training set.
They could also be artifacts of the non-linear manifolds in activation space.
6.5 Conclusion
New insights into deep representations may be gained by visualizing PCs in activation
space. PCA is a simple unsupervised method for identifying basis vectors for a layer’s
activation space and analyzing high-dimensional distributed DNN representations. Large
eigenvalue PCs correspond to semantically meaningful features in input space. Furthermore,
most of the activation variance may be explained by dramatically fewer PCs than neurons.
Large eigenvalue PCs are more interpretable and cause a large drop in validation accuracy
when ablated. Similarly, small eigenvalue PCs are uninterpretable, and they have a small
effect on validation accuracy when ablated. Our method has many advantages: it provides
relatively interpretable and complete explanations of deep representations, is easy to apply





This thesis shows that one can learn more about CNN representations by identifying
basis vectors in activation space and visualizing points along the basis vectors to relate
activation variance back to input variance. The first article evaluates the PCA, ICA,
NMF, and LLE bases for activation space and shows that both PCA and ICA could
identify tuning dimensions present in the early vision layers of InceptionV1 [73] as well as a
synthetic Gabor bank. The second article built upon the first article by adding an improved
visualization method that enabled the study of representations of deeper network layers
with more confidence. The article demonstrated that visualizations along the principal
components of AlexNet’s activations offer a more complete and interpretable explanation
than visualizing individual neurons. This thesis contributes novel methods that can help
researchers understand the representations that DNNs learn.
7.1 Future work
This work identifies several areas for future work that can further advance the field of XAI.
The methods in the first and second articles are proposed as global explainability methods.
The methods can be adapted to provide instance-specific counterfactual explanations. By
forward propagating a data instance through a DNN up to a layer, the values along each
basis vector for activation space can be obtained. To provide a counterfactual explanation
one could adjust the value along a basis vector, then forward propagate the activations up
to the DNN’s output layer to study how changing values along basis vectors affects the
output.
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The methods in this thesis could also be extended to study basis vectors of reinforcement
learning, natural language processing, and graph learning models. In a reinforcement
learning context, a DNN layer’s activation space can be sampled by saving the activations
at each simulation timestep, aggregated over several task episodes. Sampling a layer’s
activation space in natural language processing and graph learning contexts would be similar
to a computer vision context: measure the activation produced by every data instance in the
training set. Synthetic visualizations would require a method for visualizing an activation
a by optimizing an input parameterization to reproduce a. The input parameterization
would be a state vector, word vector, or graph for reinforcement learning, natural language
processing, and graph learning respectively. Natural visualizations could be produced by
displaying the data instances that, when forward propagated, produce an activation closest
to the activation a being visualized.
As mentioned in Section 6.4, when studying deep representations using the PCA basis,
one is using a linear view to study the non-linear phenomenon present in the representation.
Instead of PCA, if a non-linear unsupervised dimensionality reduction technique could
be successfully applied to deep representations, the resulting non-linear basis vectors may
align well with the non-linear phenomenon present in the representation. For example,
the basis vectors may capture the non-linear manifolds that correspond to the exact
tuning dimensions of a DNN layer. There are three main issues with applying non-linear
dimensionality reduction methods to large sets of randomly sampled activations. The first
issue is that many nonlinear methods have prohibitively high computation and memory
requirements. This may be resolved by selecting more scalable methods, fitting to a smaller
sample of activations, or gaining access to better hardware. The second issue is that many
nonlinear dimensionality reduction methods do not possess an analytical inverse transform.
This issue could be resolved by selecting methods with analytical inverse transforms such as
kernel PCA (kPCA) [66] or general incompressible flow network (GIN) [71]. Some methods
such as uniform manifold approximation and projection (UMAP) possess approximate
inverse transforms. The third issue is that the dimensionality reduction problem is quite
difficult and the data is quite noisy. In Section 4.4 locally linear embedding (LLE) [62] was
fit to pre-trained InceptionV1 [73] activations and Gabor bank activations with no success.
Unpublished preliminary experiments with nonlinear dimensionality reduction techniques
such as UMAP [48], t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) [76], β variational
autoencoder (β-VAE) [28], and GIN [71] were performed with no success unfortunately.
Nonlinear dimensionality reduction methods are notoriously sensitive to hyperparameters
and noise so it is possible that more rigorous hyperparameter tuning and careful sampling
of activations to reduce noise could lead to success. A successful non-linear unsupervised
dimensionality reduction technique could provide a more complete basis and lead to more
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interpretable visualizations.
The interpretability of the explanations in this thesis could be increased by using more
sophisticated visualization techniques. Visualization techniques that involve generative
models [51, 61] offer the highest visualization quality at the cost of needing to first train
generative models to invert the activations of some layer. The additional computational
cost of training a generative model could be prohibitively expensive for many users but it
would result in more interpretable explanations.
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A.1 Comparing sampling methods
When exploring visualization methods there was no metric for interpretability so we
qualitatively evaluated the visualizations based on their perceived interpretability. We
found that sampling and visualizing 32 points along each tuning dimension was sufficient
for observing the differences in the visualizations along the dimension.
We found that uniformly sampling m points between the observed minimum and
maximum values along each tuning dimension produced the most informative visualizations.
We also tried sampling so that the same proportion of observed points in activation space
lie between each of the points along the tuning dimension. Since most activations are
zero or near zero, this sampling strategy resulted in over-sampling the region near zero.
Visualizations produced using these sampling methods are shown in Figure A.1.
A.2 Gabor bank construction
A Gabor filter g is constructed by multiplying a sinusoid with a Gaussian as shown in
Equation A.1, where x′ = x cos θ + y sin θ and y′ = −x sin θ + y cos θ.








Figure A.1: Visualizations of the first ICA component fit to activations from the first layer
of InceptionV1 (conv2d0). Top: Points sampled uniformly between the observed minimum
and maximum values along the component. Bottom: Points sampled such that the same
proportion of observed points in activation space lie between each of the points along the
component. 32 points were visualized for each tuning dimension but only 6 are shown to
improve readability. Best viewed in color.
The Gabor bank was constructed by uniformly sampling (with a fixed random seed)
frequency (1/λ) ∈ [0.2, 0.3], angle θ ∈ [0, π
2




]. We set γ = 1 and
σ = 2. The Gabor filter weights and preferred stimuli are shown in Figure A.2.
A.3 Gabor bank tuning dimension visualizations
As discussed in Section 4.3.4, the visualizations must be interpreted by a human. The inter-
pretation can be subjective so for transparency, we have included each of the visualizations
that we interpreted as tuning dimensions. The results can also be explored through our
interactive interface. The tuning dimension visualizations for PCA-3 and PCA-6 (Figure
A.3), ICA-3 (Figure A.4), ICA-6 (Figure A.5), NMF-3 (Figure A.6), and LLE-3 (Figure
A.7) are included.
A.4 InceptionV1 tuning dimension visualizations
As discussed in Section 4.3.4, the visualizations must be interpreted by a human. The inter-
pretation can be subjective so for transparency, we have included each of the visualizations
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that we interpreted as tuning dimensions. The results can also be explored through our
interactive interface. The tuning dimension visualizations for conv2d0 PCA-16 (Figure
A.8), conv2d0 ICA-16 (Figure A.9), conv2d1 PCA-16 (Figure A.10), and conv2d1 ICA-16
(Figure A.11) are included.
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Figure A.2: Top: Gabor bank filter weights. The values in each of the RGB channels are
equal. Bottom: Preferred stimuli of each Gabor filter found through feature visualization
[54]. Best viewed in color. 60
Figure A.3: Gabor bank PCA-3 and PCA-6 tuning dimension visualizations with their
component number and interpreted tuning dimension shown on the left. 32 points were
visualized for each tuning dimension but only 6 are shown to improve readability. Due
to the ordering of PCA, the first 3 principal components are shared between PCA-3 and
PCA-6. Best viewed in color.
Figure A.4: Gabor bank ICA-3 tuning dimension visualizations with their component
number and interpreted tuning dimension shown on the left. 32 points were visualized for
each tuning dimension but only 6 are shown to improve readability. Best viewed in color.
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Figure A.5: Gabor bank ICA-6 tuning dimension visualizations with their component
number and interpreted tuning dimension shown on the left. 32 points were visualized for
each tuning dimension but only 6 are shown to improve readability. Best viewed in color.
Figure A.6: Gabor bank NMF-3 tuning dimension visualizations with their component
number and interpreted tuning dimension shown on the left. No meaningful variation was
observed along each tuning dimension so no tuning dimensions were interpreted. 32 points
were visualized for each tuning dimension but only 6 are shown to improve readability. Best
viewed in color.
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Figure A.7: Gabor bank LLE-3 tuning dimension visualizations with their component
number and interpreted tuning dimension shown on the left. No apparent pattern was
observed along each tuning dimension so no tuning dimensions were interpreted. 32 points
were visualized for each tuning dimension but only 6 are shown to improve readability. Best
viewed in color.
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Figure A.8: conv2d0 PCA-16 tuning dimension visualizations with their component number
and interpreted tuning dimension shown on the left. 32 points were visualized for each
tuning dimension but only 6 are shown to improve readability. Best viewed in color.
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Figure A.9: conv2d0 ICA-16 tuning dimension visualizations with their component number
and interpreted tuning dimension shown on the left. 32 points were visualized for each
tuning dimension but only 6 are shown to improve readability. Best viewed in color.
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Figure A.10: conv2d1 PCA-16 tuning dimension visualizations with their component
number and interpreted tuning dimension shown on the left. 32 points were visualized for
each tuning dimension but only 6 are shown to improve readability. Best viewed in color.
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Figure A.11: conv2d1 ICA-16 tuning dimension visualizations with their component number
and interpreted tuning dimension shown on the left. 32 points were visualized for each





The architecture for the PyTorch [57] implementation of AlexNet [39] that we used in this
paper is shown in Table B.1.
B.2 Masking natural image regions that contribute strongly
to activation similarity
As discussed in Section 6.2.3, the Natural-RF visualizations for deeper layers with larger
receptive fields are more difficult to interpret than early layers with small receptive fields
because there is more area in the natural image for distractors to be present. To help
alleviate this problem, we highlight the regions of the Natural-RF visualizations that
strongly affect the proximity of the representation to the point a in representation space
that we are visualizing.
Let HI , WI , and DI be the height, width, and number of channels in each image patch
I. The sensitivity gradient G ∈ RHI×WI×DI is the gradient of the `2 distance between the
target point a and a′, the activation from forward propagating I, with respect to the pixels






Table B.1: Architecture for the PyTorch [57] implementation of AlexNet [39]. In the
parameters column, k, s, p, and d are kernel size, stride, padding, and dropout probability
respectively.
Layer name Layer type Activation Parameters Output shape
Input 3 × 224 × 224
conv1 Conv2d ReLU k=11,s=4,p=2 64 × 55 × 55
MaxPool2d k=3,s=2,p=0 64 × 27 × 27
conv2 Conv2d ReLU k=5,s=1,p=2 192 × 27 × 27
MaxPool2d k=3,s=2,p=0 192 × 13 × 13
conv3 Conv2d ReLU k=3,s=1,p=1 384 × 13 × 13
conv4 Conv2d ReLU k=3,s=1,p=1 256 × 13 × 13
conv5 Conv2d ReLU k=3,s=1,p=1 256 × 13 × 13
MaxPool2d k=3,s=2,p=0 256 × 6 × 6
AdaptiveAvgPool2d 256 × 6 × 6
Flatten 9216
Dropout d=0.5 9216
fc1 Linear ReLU 4096
Dropout d=0.5 4096
fc2 Linear ReLU 4096
Dropout d=0.5 4096
fc3 Linear ReLU 1000
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Next we take the sum of the absolute gradient values over channels and apply a 2D Gaussian
filter g(x, y, σ), where σ = 3, to obtain Gsmooth ∈ RHI×WI as follows:




To determine the Boolean image patch mask M ∈ RHI×WI , we threshold Gsmooth to be
greater than one standard deviation of Gsmooth as follows:
M = Gsmooth > std(Gsmooth) (B.3)
The resulting mask M is applied to the image patch I to hide regions of the image that
do not strongly affect the distance ‖a− a′‖22.
B.3 Comparison of methods for sampling points along
basis vectors
As discussed in Section 6.2.3, we sample and visualize m points along a basis vector with the
goal of understanding how activation variance along the basis vector relates to input variance.
We compared two strategies: sampling between the first and ninety-ninth percentile, or
sampling between the minimum and maximum values along the basis vector. After studying
several basis vector visualizations from each AlexNet layer, we concluded that sampling
between the minumum and maximum values produced more interpretable visualizations.
In Figure B.1 we show a comparison of the two strategies for the second PC of conv1,
which represents the Gabor phase of a vertical edge. Although the first and ninety-ninth
percentile visualizations demonstrate the concept of Gabor phase, the extreme values along
each basis vector produce visualizations that demonstrate the concept more distinctly.
B.4 Computational resources
Our computations were performed on machines with an 8 core Intel Xeon CPU, NVIDIA
T4 GPU, and 64 GB of RAM. Sampling activations from an AlexNet layer for the ImageNet
training set took approximately 2 hours. The runtime of fitting PCA to the sampled
activations A is dependent on the dimensions of A, and can take anywhere from 11 seconds
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for conv1 (64-dimensional) to 22 minutes for fc1 (4096-dimensional). Producing synthetic
visualizations of 32 points along a basis vector takes approximately 40 seconds. Producing
natural visualizations of 32 points along a basis vector, with 5 neighbors, takes approximately
4 seconds.
B.5 Distribution of principal component weights
Each PC is defined by a linear combination of neurons. The histograms of the PC weights
for each AlexNet layer are shown in Figure B.2. The PC weights seem to contain more
extreme magnitudes for conv1, suggesting that the representation of conv1 is less distributed
than the deeper layers. This is consistent with the ablation study in Section 6.3.2 that
showed validation accuracy decreases fastest when ablating neurons in conv1 instead of
PCs. From conv1 to conv5, the representation becomes progressively more distributed
(less extreme weight values). This also aligns with the ablation study in Section 6.3.2 that
showed validation accuracy decreases fastest when ablating PCs instead of PCs in conv2 -
conv5. Following conv5, fc1’s representation becomes less distributed. Finally from fc1 to
fc3, the representation once again becomes progressively more distributed.
B.6 Additional User Study Details
Full visual instructions are depicted in Figure B.3. Participants read these instructions at
their own pace and proceeded with a button press.
The scrambled re-ordering for comparison images followed some constraints. When
piloting the task with fully random scrambling, we discovered it was trivially easy if the NN
row contained duplicate snippets, because they would not appear next to each other in the
scrambled version (detecting two or more identical snippets not adjacent was a giveaway
that it was the scrambled stimulus, and could be used as a signal to complete the task). To
remedy this, comparison images were pseudorandomly ordered such that NN snippets that
appeared multiple times within a row were required to be horizontally adjacent.
The full text instructions presented to each participant in the user study from Section
6.3.3 are shown in Figure B.3.
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B.7 Neuron ablation
As a proxy for neuron importance, we ablated neurons individually and measured the
effect on AlexNet’s ImageNet top-1 validation accuracy. Neurons that caused a larger
reduction in validation accuracy were considered more important. The results of ablating
each neuron from AlexNet’s five convolutional layers are shown in Figure B.4.
B.8 Neuron visualizations
To illustrate the interpretability of the neuron basis, we have included the Natural-RF
visualizations of the first 6 neurons of each AlexNet convolutional layer in Figures B.5,
B.6, B.7, B.8, and B.9. After conv1, the neuron basis becomes quite uninterpretable, as
confirmed through our user study.
B.9 Additional principal component visualizations
It is difficult to exhaustively show our visualizations in this format so we have chosen to
show the Natural-RF visualizations of the top 6 PCs for each AlexNet layer in Figures
6.4, B.10, B.11, B.12, B.13, B.14, B.15, and B.16. Additionally, all visualizations can be
interactively viewed through our anonymous interactive demo 1.
1https://david-s-hippocampus.github.io/deep-representations-pca
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Figure B.1: Top: Histogram of activations from the ImageNet training set, projected onto
the second PC (PC 2) of conv1. The interval defined by the minimum and maximium is
shown in green. The interval defined by the first and ninety-ninth percentile is shown in red.
Middle and bottom: Visualizations of points along PC 2 of conv1, uniformly sampled
between the first and ninety-ninth percentile (middle), and uniformly sampled between the
minimum and maximum (bottom).
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Figure B.2: Histograms of principal component weights for each AlexNet layer. The kurtosis
for each distribution is also included in each plot title. A kurtosis of 0 corresponds to
a normal distribution. From conv1 to conv5, the distribution of PC weights becomes
progressively more similar to a normal distribution. Then, fc1 has a high kurtosis but from
fc1 to fc3, the distribution of PC weights once again becomes progressively more similar to
a normal distribution.
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Figure B.3: Full text instructions presented to participants of the user study.
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Figure B.4: For each of AlexNet’s five convolutional layers, we ablate neurons individually
and measure the effect on ImageNet top-1 validation accuracy. Neurons were individually
ablated by setting their activations to zero during the forward pass.
Figure B.5: Natural-RF visualizations along the first 6 neurons of conv1.
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Figure B.6: Natural-RF visualizations along the first 6 neurons of conv2.
Figure B.7: Natural-RF visualizations along the first 6 neurons of conv3.
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Figure B.8: Natural-RF visualizations along the first 6 neurons of conv4.
Figure B.9: Natural-RF visualizations along the first 6 neurons of conv5.
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Figure B.10: Natural-RF visualizations along the first 6 principal components of conv2.
Figure B.11: Natural-RF visualizations along the first 6 principal components of conv3.
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Figure B.12: Natural-RF visualizations along the first 6 principal components of conv4.
Figure B.13: Natural-RF visualizations along the first 6 principal components of conv5.
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Figure B.14: Natural-RF visualizations along the first 6 principal components of fc1.
Figure B.15: Natural-RF visualizations along the first 6 principal components of fc2.
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Figure B.16: Natural-RF visualizations along the first 6 principal components of fc3.
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